
Poison Skies Alert!
 

Look, up in the sky. Have you noticed the lines being sprayed by jets, 
back and forth, that linger and spread out into 'cloud' cover?

Yes, sprayed. They are not jet contrails. (condensation trails) Contrails are 
rare,  like  rainbows.  They  also  occur  at  high  altitudes,  in  the  stratosphere, 
generally above 25,000 feet. Contrails are a man-caused 'natural' occurrence 
created by water vapor from jet exhaust. They do not linger, or spread out to 
create false cloud cover, and they generally dissipate behind the jet. You know. 
You've seen them you're whole life. Although rarely, like rainbows.

What you see being purposefully sprayed on a seemingly daily basis are 
what  are  commonly  referred  to  as  “chemtrails”.  Some  choose  to  call  them 
“persistent contrails”, but this  is  a misnomer. Chemtrails  have  nothing to do 
with contrails. Chemtrails are purposeful sub-stratospheric aerosol spray trails 
that  are  being  sprayed  out  of  nozzles  on  specially  modified  jets  at  lower 
altitudes, generally below 20,000 feet. They are not rare (these days, especially,  
and increasingly so), and they not only do not dissipate, they persist and linger, 
and spread out laterally, creating a false cloud cover.

Chemtrails do not look like real clouds – pretty, fluffy, and natural. They 
have an unnatural look to them, sometimes look “grainy”, sometimes with a 
chemical-looking  rainbow  sheen,  and  form  odd-looking  whisps,  feathers  or 
shapes.  As  far  as  can  be  determined  by  independent  scientific  study  and 
research by individuals and grassroots organizations, chemtrails consist mostly 
of aluminum particulate, which is toxic to humans, animals and plant life. The  
sprayed  mixture  may  also  contain  other  toxic  heavy  metals  and  biological 
agents, all of which are negatively affecting all of us in many ways.

This  toxic  soup  is  now  in  our  air,  soil  and  water.  Water  tests  around 
California and the United States have found extremely high concentrations of  
aluminum, well in excess of the EPA Maximum Contamination Level (MCL) of 
1,000 parts per billion. These levels should usually be near zero. This air and 
water (and soil) contamination is not coming from other man-made pollution 
sources,  like  smog and  industrial  pollution,  which  are  minor  contributors  in 
comparison. This aerosol spraying is deliberate.

Water sources in Chico and the surrounding areas have several thousand 
ppb of aluminum contamination (see reverse), and snow packs at Mt. Shasta 
are  registering in excess  of  60,000 ppb. These tests are being conducted in 
certified laboratories with water collected by concerned citizens like you.

Please  join  us  in  pursuing  this  important  issue.  Chemtrail  spraying  and 
geoengineering need to be stopped. Now!

More information is available on our website:
 

CHICOSKYWATCH.ORG
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After years of covert spraying, since the mid-1980's, the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration  (NOAA)  are  two  US  government  agencies  who  have  both 
admitted  that  they  are  performing  sub-stratospheric  aerosol  spraying, 
ostensibly  for  scientific  study  and  research,  and  to  combat  global  warming. 
Other reasons for spraying can be weather modification and weather warfare. 
The Department of Defense has stated publicly that their goal is to “own the 
weather” by 2025. We need a Congressional investigation to find out the truth.

We are conducting more water tests around the greater Chico area.
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